Abstract-Most coordinated tasks performed by teams of mobile robots, require reliable communications between the members of the team. Therefore, task accomplishment requires that robots navigate their environment with their collective movement restricted to formations that guarantee integrity of the communication network. Maintaining this communication capability induces physical constraints on trajectories but also requires determination of communication variables like routes and transmitted powers. The development of theory and algorithms for joint control of mobility and communications is therefore necessary to facilitate efficient design of mobile autonomous systems. In this paper we address this challenge using a hybrid approach, where continuous motion controllers based on potential fields interact with discrete optimization of the communication variables to result is a muti-robot network that deploys itself to accomplish certain tasks, while ensuring integrity of communications. Our definition of network integrity differs from existing approaches in that it is not based on the topology of the network but on metrics that are of interest to the performance of communication between robots and possibly a fixed infrastructure. In this paper, integrity is defined as the ability of a network to support desired communication rates.
- [18] . Both centralized [9] , [13] , [16] , [17] and distributed [10] [11] [12] , [14] , [18] solutions have been proposed, with the former typically based on semidefinite programming [9] , [10] , [16] or potential fields [13] , and the latter relying mostly on switched and hybrid systems [11] , [14] , [18] .
Although graphs provide a simple abstraction of interrobot communications, it has long being recognized that since links in a wireless network do not entail tangible connections, associating links with arcs on a graph can be somewhat arbitrary [19] . Since, even small differences in target strengths might result in dramatic differences in network topology [20] , graph connectivity is necessary but not sufficient to guarantee communication integrity, which translates to the ability of a network to support desired communication rates. A simple, yet effective, modification is to use graph models that associate weights to links used to capture either the signal strength [21] , or the packet error probability of the link [22] , [23] . When using reliabilities as link metrics it is possible to model routing and scheduling problems as optimization problems that accept link reliabilities as inputs [24] , [25] .
The key idea proposed in this paper is to define network integrity as the set of routes and communication rates that describe optimal operating points of wireless networks. The use of optimization as a mathematical tool to analyze network protocols dates back to [26] and [27] and has been extensively used in wired [28] , [29] and wireless networks [30] [31] [32] . General optimal wireless networking problems are defined to determine end-to-end user rates, routes, link capacities, and transmitted power, as well as frequency and power allocations [33] [34] [35] . While in general this leads to problems with substantial computational complexity recent results have shown that significant simplifications can be afforded by working in the dual domain [36] . The main contribution of this work is the use of optimal wireless network design to develop novel alternatives for mobility control. This leads to a hybrid control scheme where continuous motion control and discrete optimization of the communication variables jointly result in optimal network deployment, defined in terms of sustaining desired communication rates. We show that our approach ensures communication integrity of the mobile robot network both in theory and in simulation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we define network integrity in terms of routing probabilities and communication rates. In Section III we develop the motion controllers for the robots and integrate them with optimization of the communication variables in a provably correct control scheme. Finally, in Section IV we illustrate our approach in various multi-robot tasks. Fig. 1 . Robotic network consisting of two access points (AP) and three robots (R). Shown are the packet rates r i generated by every robot as well as the rates T ij R(x i , x j ) sent from robot i and successfully decoded by robot j, where T ij is the probability that robot i routes packets to robot j and R(x i , x j ) is the reliability of the channel between robots i and j.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Consider a mobile network composed of J robots and a fixed infrastructure with K access points (APs). The robots move throughout an area of interest to accomplish an assigned task for which it is necessary to maintain reliable communications with the infrastructure. Due to, e.g., power constraints or an adverse propagation environment, robots collaborate to maintain a multihop network with the APs. Let x j for j = 1, . . . , J denote the position of the robots and x j for j = J + 1, . . . , J + K the position of the APs. We model communication by a link reliability metric R(x, y) denoting the probability that a packet transmitted from a terminal located at position x is correctly decoded by a terminal at position y. This function determines the probability
with which a packet transmitted by node i is correctly decoded by node j. Node j is a robot if j ≤ J or an AP otherwise. Furthermore, we denote by r i the average rate of information, i.e., packets per unit of time, aquired by every robot i. If robot i can reach some of the APs, which is possible if the probability R(x i , x j ) is reasonably large for some j ∈ {J + 1, . . . , J + K}, packets are directly conveyed to the corresponding AP. Otherwise, packets are routed to another robot for subsequent transmission. In general, we model this process through the introduction of routing probabilities T ij denoting the probability with which robot i selects node j, either a robot or an AP, as a destination of its transmitted packets. The proposed model is shown in Fig. 1 .
Between the time of their generation or arrival from another robot and the time of their transmission packets are stored in a queue, as shown in Fig. 2 . A packet leaves the queue at robot i when it is transmitted to any other node j and is successfully decoded by this intended next-hop. Since these two events are independent, the rate at which packets are sent from robot i to node j is T ij R(x i , x j ). Thus, the aggregate rate at which packets leave the ith queue is
Similarly, a packet enters the queue at robot i coming from robot j, when robot j selects i as the next hop and i correctly decodes the packet. This happens with probability T ji R(x j , x i ). Considering that packets are also locally generated at a rate r i , the rate at which packets arrive at the ith queue is
Note that the sum in (1) is up to J + K because packets can be sent to another robot or an AP, whereas the sum in (2) is up to J because packets are received from peer robots only (see also Fig. 1 ). If the average rate at which packets arrive at the ith queue is smaller than the average rate at which packets leave this queue, i.e., if r in i ≤ r out i , the number of packets in queue remains bounded with probability one. This provides an almost sure guarantee that packets are eventually delivered to the AP as long as r in i ≤ r out i . Thus, our interest is to determine routing probabilities T ij and rates r i that satisfy the inequality
This gives rise to the notion of network integrity: Definition 2.1: We define by network integrity the ability of all robots in a network to communicate with the infrastructure at a basal rate of r i0 packets per time unit.
Therefore, ensuring network integrity requires routing probabilities T ij and rates r i that satisfy (3) and also r i ≥ r i0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , K}. More generally, introduce a concave utility function U i (r i ) measuring the value associated with communication rate r i (see also Remark 2.2) and define the optimization problem
where the constraints are required for all i ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
To ensure network integrity for given robot positions x i , we need to find optimal routing probabilities T ij that solve the optimization problem in (4). This implies desired basal rates r i0 for all terminals, while assigning the remaining resources in a manner that is optimal in terms of the utilities U i (r i ). For fixed position x i , the reliabilities R(x i , x j ) are fixed and the problem in (4) attains a simple convex form. However, this is not the case for mobile robots that are supposed to move to accomplish their assigned task. In particular, we consider single integrator robots whose positions x i react to control inputs u i according to the first order differential equatioṅ
The problem of joint motion and routing control for network integrity can now be defined as follows: Problem 1: Determine motion controllers u i and routes
for all robots i that ensure task completion as well as communication rates r i that exceed r i0 at all times.
Remark 2.2 (Utility functions):
The utilities U i (r i ) in problem (4) are metrics used to compare different operating points of the wireless network. Thinking of nodes as economic agents and of utilities U i (r i ) as the value of rate r i , the network's objective is to maximize the social value i U i (r i ). Utilities employed in practice are typically linear U i (r i ) = w i r i or logarithmic U i (r i ) = log(r i ). Linear utilities yield larger rates, while logarithmic utilities yield fairer operating points because they penalize small rates r i . Utility functions can be used to implement congestion control, by determining rates that are as good as possible while preventing the appearance of bottlenecks. Alternatively, they can be used for power management of the network.
III. MOBILITY & ROUTING CONTROL
Since mobility introduces nonlinearities in (4), we propose a parallel control scheme, where motion control and control of communication variables are performed simultaneously in different time scales. Integration of the two gives rise to a hybrid control scheme, where the discrete-time routing probabilities become the switching signal in the continuoustime motion controllers. To simplify the problem a little, we first consider task completion as a secondary objective, subsidiary to communication integrity. While this implies that robots may not be able to complete their assigned tasks, it is consistent with the idea that basal rates r i0 are critical for task completion.
Let φ i : R dJ → R + denote an artificial potential function associated with every robot i, such that
where d > 0 denotes the dimension of the free space. The potentials φ i,t and φ i,c capture the task that robot i needs to complete and collision avoidance with close-by robots, respectively, while φ i,1 and φ i,2 are barrier potentials 1 We denote by R + the set [0, ∞).
associated with the first two constraints of the optimization problem in (4). In particular we define the potential
that is associated with the first constrain in (4) and ensures internal consistency of routing variables T ij and rates r i , and the barrier potential
that captures the second constrain in (4) and ensures compliance with the demanded basal rates r i0 . Collision avoidance is guaranteed by the potential φ i,c j =i
while the task potentials φ i,t can be designed to model a variety of tasks. An example problem is that of a lead robot required to service a target location x i,t , as discussed in Section IV. Then, the set of controllerṡ
for all i = 1, . . . , J, simultaneously enforces the constraints in (4) and drives the robots to accomplish their tasks. In other words, (10) employs robot motion to control the channel reliabilities R ij = R(x i , x j ) so that for fixed routes T ij , communication integrity with the infrastructure is maintained. Composition with periodic updating of the routes T ij by the solution of problem (4), results in a hybrid closed loop system for which we show the following result: Proposition 3.1 (Network Integrity): The closed loop system (4) - (10) guarantees that all robots can communicate with the infrastructure at a basal rate of r i0 packets per unit time. Moreover, the robot velocities are bounded and collisions between robots are avoided.
Proof: Consider the potential function φ :
where d denotes the workspace dimension and for any c > 0 define the set Ω c {x ∈ R dJ | φ ≤ c}. Observe that
The sets φ M > c we reach a contradiction, since by definition
Thus, all sets φ Therefore, the set Ω is compact as a finite intersection of compact sets. It follows that Ω c is also compact, as a closed subset of a compact set.
The time derivative of φ in the set Ω c iṡ
which implies that the level sets Ω c of φ are also positively invariant. The invariance of Ω c implies that the constraints in problem (4) are satisfied and, hence, communication integrity is guaranteed between consecutive solutions of problem (4) . Communication integrity for all time follows from the observation that feasibility is maintained by the solution of problem (4). A similar argument shows collision avoidance. On the other hand, compactness and positive invariance of Ω c implies that x ∈ R dJ remains bounded for all time t between any two consecutive solutions of problem (4). Since φ is twice differentiable inside R dJ , the right-hand-side of the closed loop system defined by equations (10) is locally Lipschitz, which implies thatẋ is bounded. Hence, all agent velocities are bounded.
As discussed above, we consider task completion a secondary objective. The robots will do their best towards this end, until they are trapped at local minima of (6) . Note also that although motion control (10) is distributed as nonadjacent robot links, i.e., links R jk with j, k = i, are not included in the potentials (7) of robot i, control of the routing probabilities T ij in problem (4) is centralized and, therefore, composition of the two controllers is centralized as well.
IV. INTEGRATION WITH ROBOT TASKS
In this section we illustrate our approach in different scenarios where communication integrity of the robot network needs to be preserved. For this, we employ channel reliabilities that satisfy
where x ij x i − x j , the constants 0 < l < u are lower and upper bounds on the inter-robot distances, respectively, and
is a twice differentiable function ranging from 0 to 1 (Fig. 3 ). This is a polynomial fitting of experimental curves found in the literature, e.g., [37] . We consider a scenario where reliable communications need to be established between K = 2 access points (APs) and a single service point (SP) in R 2 . This task is implemented by a team of J = 8 robots, with one being the leader that is responsible for serving the SP and the other robots relaying information back to the APs. The task potentials φ i,t are identically zero for all robots except for the leader robot for which
where x i,t denotes the location of the service point. Finally, the rates r i are identically zero for all robots except for the leader for which r i = .8. This formulation is consistent with the classification of robots into relay robots and leaders, since leaders collect measurements and generate data, while relay robots relay this information back to the access points. In this scenario, the utilities U i (r i ) of the robots are all chosen identically zero. The task under consideration is illustrated in Fig. 4 . We observe that the leader robot moves towards the SP under the influence of its task potential φ i,t and forces the network to stretch in order to achieve reliable communications between the SP and the APs. Our algorithm tends to maintain high channel reliabilities as shown in Fig. 5(a) , with the lowest ones corresponding to the leader robot. This is expected, since the leader is the input to the network that forces it to stretch and decrease the link reliabilities. On the other hand, communication integrity is identified by the rate at which packets are sent out from robot i and are successfully decoded by robot or AP j. We capture link quality by the product T ij R ij and denote weak links corresponding to .1 < T ij R ij < .3 by dashed lines, and high quality links corresponding to T ij R ij > .3 by solid lines (Fig. 4) . Links weaker than .1 are not shown in this simulation. 2 Note that most packets are not necessarily routed through the most reliable links (Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) ). Moreover, the robots that form a chain behind the leader (Fig. 4(f) ) route all the packets to a single adjacent robot in the chain, which explains the subset of high rates in Figs robots split the packets between the two access points, hence the remaining lower rates.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we considered the problem of ensuring communication integrity in networks of mobile robots. Unlike Fig. 4 . Solid lines correspond to the relay robots and dotted lines to the leader. Fig. 5(a) plots the reliability R ij of the most reliable link for every robot i as a function of time. As expected, the leader robot has the lowest reliability over time, since it is the driving force that stretches the network. Fig. 5(b) contains the plots of the rates T ij R ij associated with the most reliable links, while Fig. 5(c) plots the maximum rates for every robot. Observe that the maximum rates do not necessarily correspond to the most reliable links.
the recently popular notions of graph connectivity that are only necessary but not sufficient for reliable communications, network integrity is itself defined as the ability of a network to support desired communication rates. Our approach re-lied on introducing weights on the communication links to capture channel reliabilities, which then allowed to model routing by means of optimization problems that accept link reliabilities as inputs. The key idea proposed in this work was to join control of mobility and communications in a hybrid scheme with the discrete-time routing variables being the switching signal in the continuous-time motion controllers. We showed correctness of our approach and discussed various tasks that can be achieved while ensuring integrity of the communication network. We believe that this work points to a new direction in systems and control theory on the interface with wireless networking.
